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CE-YZP08

Coyote Brown
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ce-yzp07

20D silicon coated nylon fabric that’s light, 
durable and highly versatile 

2000mm waterproof rating with quality snag-
®free YKK  zippers

Double-chamber design with space to sleep 
one and a front room for a “fireplace” 

A top opening (8.6" by 8.6") for a burning 
stove and hot flue pipe (the “chimney”)

Two windows at the top for good airflow

Comes with a complete setup kit of a 5.2ft 
tent pole, 10 tent pegs and 4 guy-lines

Coyote BrownOD-Green

—  IRON WALL CHIMNEY  TENT

OneTigris Camping
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 Rock Fortress Hot Tent
CE-YZP10

70D coated nylon fabric with 3000mm 
waterproof rating 
With quality snag-free YNS® waterproof zippers 

A top opening for a stove jacket 

Two vents at the top for good airflow

Wind-proof skirt with heat retention functionality 
to keep warm
Comes with a complete setup kit :a tent pole, 
a stove jacket，24 tent pegs and 10 guy-lines

Coyote Brown

ce-swt01

Coyote Brown

Fits 2 campers

75D Ripstop Nylon with 1500mm waterproof 
rating

Double door access multiple tie-out points

Outer tent can be removed for use as a 
mesh tent

Inner tent can be removed for use as a tarp 
shelter

Camp light attachment point within

Complete setup kit with tent pegs and guy-
lines

—  Rock Fortress Hot Tent

OneTigris Camping

USE WITH ONETIGRIS 4.1FT/125CM
TENT POLES OR SIMILAR
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COSMITTO Backpacking Tent
CE-HZP01

20D Plaid Ripstop polyester construction with 75D nylon tent bottom 

1500mm waterproof rating and rip resistance with quality YKK® snag-free zippers

Two #7001 aluminum alloy frame poles and onecenter pole that can be easily assembled for
 a quick and steadily anchored setup

3-Season design with a nylon mesh inner tent to keep the breeze in and the bugs out

Hexagon shaped outer tent for solid wind resistance and stability in shelter structure

Protective tent corners to prevent sideway winds from disturbing campers’sleep

Coyote Brown

—  COSMITTO Backpacking Tent

OneTigris Camping



CE-HDB02

Tent Bathtub Floor

70D Nylon construction of quality and durability with
 3000mm waterproof rating

5ft by 3.6ft space to fit 2 single camping mats, 5.9” 
in setup height

Specially designed corners for a quick and taut 
setup that allows easy adjustments

Effectively keeps your sleep space dry from rain, 
dew and puddles

5.9” tall walls to discourage crawling insects such 
as ants from intruding your space

12

Tent Footprint
CE-HDB01

Durable75D Nylon construction with high dirt/water
/abrasion resistance

8ft by 5.5ft for use with OneTigris BACKWOODS 
BUNGALOW and OUTBACK RETREAT tents and 
other 1 to 2-person tents

Waterproof treated fabric with 1500mm waterproof 
rating

Reinforced stitching on stress points with grade 
A bungee tie-out loops

Can be set up as a temporary tarp functioning as a sun 
canopy or rain cover

Coyote Brown

Coyote Brown

—  Tent Bathtub Floor

OneTigris Camping
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Mesh Inner Tent 01
CE-HNZ01

70D Nylon mesh construction with a tent bathtub 
floor of 3000mm waterproof rating
Specially designed tent corners for a quick and taut 
setup that allows easy adjustments
Comes with complete setup kit of pegs and guy-lines

5ft by 2.7ft space, 4.1ft in setup height to comfortably 
fit 1 camper
Keep your gear and personal items dry, safe and 
secure
Prevents insects such as mosquitoes and flies, and 
wild animals such as snakes

Coyote Brown

CE-ZPG03

Tent Poles

 #7075 aluminum alloy construction

Two in a set with a 420D Oxford fabric stuff sack 

Easy assembling and fast dismantling with a click 
of the connecting sections 

4.1FT/125CM in length, 0.7”/18mm in diameter 

Compatible with OneTigris BACKWOODS BUNGALOW 
UL Super Shelters,  OUTBACK RETREAT and SOLO 
HOMESTEAD Camping Tents

BLACK

—  Mesh Inner Tent 01

OneTigris Camping
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T/C SOLO HOMESTEAD Camping Tent
CE-BHS06-tc

T/C fabric construction that’s highly durable and
 fire-retardant 

Distinctive 6-sided hexagon design with entrances 
on 2 sides 
Stove jack opening for hot flue pipes (chimney)

Porch setup option for you to use with camping 
chairs and tables, etc.
Mesh entrance fabric to keep the bugs out and 
breeze in 
Entrance fabric has MOLLE webbing to hang cooking 
tools and other small items 

Coyote Brown

Tent bottom can be adjusted through quick-release 
buckles or entirely removed from the tent

CE-YZP09-tc

T/C fabric construction that’s highly durable and 
fire-retardant 
Reinforced stress points for an extra solid build with
high wind resistance 

Teepee/pyramid shaped design

Snow skirt and stove jack opening for hot tent 
camping in the winter 

Entrance fabric can be unzippered and set up as 
a porch roof for use with camping furniture 

MOLLE webbing along entrance fabric for
 hanging small items

Coyote Brown

—  T/C SOLO HOMESTEAD Camping Tent

OneTigris Camping

T/C  PYRAMIS CHIMNEY TENT



CE-HTM01-tc

T/C Bulwark Rain Fly Camping Tarp  

T/C fabric construction that’s highly durable and fire-retardant  

13.1ft by 16.4ft coverage for sheltering 4-8 campers with furniture 

Full kit provided including tent pegs, guylines, and tent poles 

Multiple tie-out points with reinforced stitching for a safe and secure setup  

Comes in a stuff sack for easy storage

18

Coyote Brown

—  Bulwark Rain Fly Camping Tarp (TC)

OneTigris Camping
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ce-dch08

Constructed from 210T Nylon Taffeta fabric that is
 exceptionally durable and lightweight 

A 8.5ft by 4.2ft wide-fit hammock with a mosquito 
net to keep good airflow in and insects away 

Stowable insulation cover that can be stretched out
 as a cold air barrier in chilly weather 

Designed for one person and can withstand up to
 330lb (150kg) in weight 

Hammock has a camping light attachment point within  

 Recommended for use with the NIGHT PROTECTOR 
Under-quilt to stay extra toasty when winter camping 

OD-Green

 USE WITH

ce-hTM08

Coyote Brown

Rugged 70D Ripstop Nylon ,waterproof rating of 
3000mm 

Measures at 12.5ft by 6.6ft by 6.2ft to fit all standard 
sized single hammocks

Burning stove compatibility; Suitable for 3-season 
camping and winter camping

Lightweight (6.8lbs) and compact (20.8” by 5.9” by 5.9” 
when folded) 

Comes with setup kit of 14 stakes, 10 guy-lines, and 
2 stove jacks 

 TEGIMEN Hammock Awning & Hot Tent

—  TEGIMEN Hammock Awning & Hot Tent 

OneTigris Camping



CE-DSD02

®Premium materials of SEE  Polyester Filling, 
20D Ripstop Nylon Shell with a DWR 
coating for excellent heat retention and wind 
protection

Designed to fit snugly to the outside of all 
standard sized double hammocks keeping 
you warm and toasty in chilly temperatures

Handy bungee cord loops for an easy and 
cozy fix to your hammock

3-season: Suitable temperatures: 4.4°C to 
20°C/40°F to 68°F; winter season: Suitable 
temperatures: -5°C to 5°C/23°F to 41°F

22

ce-dsd01

SEE® Polyester Filling, 20D Ripstop Nylon 
Shell with DWR coating and 300T Polyester 
Pongee Lining

Fits all standard sized single hammocks

Polyester insulation with reflective coating 
for retaining heat

Bungee cord loops for an easy fix to 
hammocks

Lightweight, easy to pack and store

—  shield cradle under-quilt

OneTigris Camping



ce-DSD06

210T terylene shell, 300T polyester pongee lining, and 700g polyester cotton filling that’s 
lightweight and highly functional

3-season-design, suitable for 41°F- 68°F/5°C~20°C temperatures

Designed to fit snugly to the outside of all standard sized hammocks for heat retention

Short bungee cord loops for an easy and cozy fix to your hammock

Light, quick to setup and dismantle, easy to pack and store

Coyote Brown Camo

24—  hideout under-quilt

OneTigris Camping



 
  



CE-ZDY03

PORTABLE CAMPING CHAIR 03

7075 aluminum alloy construction.

600D polyester of durability for seat part.

Sturdy & Comfortable Design: Backrest design allows 
your back fully relaxed . 

Featuring a lightweight yet sturdy construction, 
double-barred structure and thicker aluminum poles 
strengthen stability with high level comfort. 

Easy to Setup, lightweight for efficient carry.

Dimension: Packed size - 19.3”*4.3”*4.3”/49cm*11cm*11cm; 
Weight: 3.0lb /1.37kg.
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Portable Camping Chair 02
CE-ZDY02

USA licensed MultiCam® 500D Cordura Nylon option 
available

7075 aluminum alloy frame weighing only 2.4lb (1.1kg), 
can support up to 330lb/150kg in weight

Dirt/water/scratch resistant fabric with a foldable frame 
for easy storage and transportation

2 side pockets for holding your phones, snacks and 
other small items

2 utility loops for clipping on outdoor mugs, folding knives, 
water bottles, etc.

Setup – 22.4”*19.7”*25.6”/57cm*50cm*65cm
Folded –15.7”*3.9”*3.9”/40cm*10cm*10cm

Coyote Brown Black

Coyote Brown Black

MultiCam

—  Portable Camping Chair

OneTigris Camping
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Portable Camping Table 02
CE-ZDZ02

304 stainless steel construction of high heat resistance 
and good corrosion resistance, ideal for use next to 
campfires and with camping stoves

7” by 11.2” flat surface with foldable legs (13.7” setup 
height)
Laser-cut utility slots of varying shapes on all 4 sides 
to hold cooking items and outdoor tools

Designed for instant-use by simply unfolding legs; 
no need of assembly/installation for setup
Can be easily washed with water and detergent after use

Fits in most 40L rucksacks such as the OneTigris LITE 
ROAMER UL Rocsack

Stainless Steel

Comes with a sturdy carry bag

CE-ZDC01

camping cot

Sturdy 7075 aluminum alloy frame 

420D oxford fabric that’s durable, easy to wipe 
clean, and naturally resistant to wrinkles

Four horizontal support brackets to bear up to 
330lb (150kg) without sagging
1.2ft (37cm) elevation option with frame feet for 
use in grasslands or more humid environments 

1/2ft (17cm) elevation option without frame feet 
recommended for use directly on tent fabric or 
uneven surfaces 

MOLLE compatible with webbing and a storage 
pocket on the sides

Coyote Brown Black

—  Portable Camping Table 02

OneTigris Camping





CE-CHL03

TIGER ROAR Tent Stove  

Stove body: #304 stainless steel , chimney/elbow 
pipe: #201 stainless steel

Measures at 17.3” by 8.5” by 10.6”, with the pipe 
height of 6.8ft

Product weight of 21.2lb (9.6kg), chamber size of 
878 cubic inch

Comes with chimney pipe, elbow pipe，leather 
gloves and one replacement glass

Idea for outdoorsmen with a car for cooking and 
wood burning purposes
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ROCUBOID Splicing Stove
CE-chl02

Laser-cut EVIL EYES version with bigger firewood opening

Premium #304 stainless steel construction of durability

0.7mm laser-cut pieces, 8 pieces per unit

Setting up as a wood/alcohol/fuel tablet stove

Weighs merely 20.5oz (582g) and packs up small 
(6.1”*6.5”*0.4”) 

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Comes with coyote brown nylon casing

USE  WITH

—  ROCUBOID Splicing Stove

OneTigris Camping
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ROCUBOID Titanium Splicing Stove
CE-chl04

Laser-cut EVIL EYES version with bigger firewood opening

Titanium construction, highly resistant to corrosion 
and rust

1mm laser-cut pieces, 8 pieces per unit

Setting up as a wood/alcohol/fuel tablet stove

Weighs merely 14.2oz (404g) and packs up small 
(6.1”*6.5”*0.4”)

Stainless Steel

Comes with coyote brown nylon casing

ce-ycd01

Silicone fiberglass material that is highly fire 
retardant (up to 572°F/300°C)

Designed specifically for OneTigris chimney 
tents to fit hot flue pipes

Grade A hook-and-loop fasteners for 
heightened security and usability

Quality craftsmanship to effectively prevent 
fire hazards in the outdoors

Beige

—  ROCUBOID Titanium Splicing Stove

OneTigris Camping



CE-CHL05

roc triangle wood stove

Material: #304 stainless steel

Measures at 15.2” by12.6”

Product weight of 26lbs(4.2kg)

Comes with a sturdy carry bag

Idea for cooking and BBQ

Support rack can be set according to different cookware sizes

34

Stainless Steel

—  roc triangle wood stove

OneTigris Camping





BO-QSD03

FEATHERLITE Ultralight Sleeping Quilt

sack

20D Ripstop Nylon Outer Shell, SEE Polyester filling, 
temperature rating 40°F ~ 68°F (5°C ~ 20°C)

Weighs 35oz (1000g), folds up small, easy to storage

Hollowed back design for use with sleep mats

A footbox to keep the heat in

Dimensions in 6.6ft *2.8ft (200cm *85cm)

A lighter alternative to standard mummy sleeping bags

36

ce-sjb01

sack

Plaid 420D Ripstop Nylon construction

Lighter (2lb/930g) than most rucksacks on 
the market

Ergonomic carbon fiber frame

Padded hip pads and shoulder straps for 
load support

YKK® waterproof zippered hip pad pockets  

Open-top pocket at pack rear

35L+ load capacity with roll-up buckled 
closure

Patch space at the front

Shadow Gray

—  lite roamer  ul roc sack 

OneTigris Camping
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Foldable Camping Blanket
CE-YBZ03

300T Polyester outer shell and polyester pongee lining, 
300g duck down filling 

 Ideal for temperatures between 41°F-77°F(5°C-25°C)

Super lightweight (25.9oz/735g), superior heat retention 
performance

Can be used as a blanket or a top-quilt for tents and 
hammocks 
Can be used as a blanket or a top-quilt for tents and 
hammocks 
Splash/grease resistant, suitable for camping, hiking, 
backpacking and etc

Orange Blue

OD-Green

CE-SnD03

Compression Stuff Sack

210T Plaid Dacron fabric with PU coating, 3000mm water 
resistance

Strong UTX buckled straps for fastening to the sides or 
underside of backpacks

Ideal for storing camping quilts, sleeping bags, clothes, 
winter clothing, etc

Dimensions in19.6" (L) *9.8" (D)/ 50cm* 25cm, load capacity 25L

Compressable via side straps for room-saving

Easy to carry with reinforced top grab handle

OneTigris Camping

—  Compression Stuff Sack


